
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Civil Action No. __________

COLORADO CROSS-DISABILITY COALITION,
CATHERINE SELINSKY, and
AIMEE ARMIJO,

Plaintiffs,

v.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN FESTIVALS, INC., and
CRETE, LLC,

Defendants.
                                                                                                                                                            

COMPLAINT
                                                                                                                                                            

Plaintiffs Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition, Catherine Selinsky and Aimee Armijo, by

and through their attorneys, Kevin W. Williams, and Fox & Robertson, P.C., hereby bring this 

Complaint against Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc., and Crete, LLC, for violation of the

Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”).

INTRODUCTION

1. On July 26, 1990, President George H. W. Bush signed the ADA, thereby

establishing the most important civil rights law for persons with disabilities in our country’s

history.  One of the principal goals of the ADA was the integration of people with disabilities

into our economic and social life.  

2. Each year, on land owned by Crete, LLC, in Larkspur, Colorado, Rocky

Mountain Festivals, Inc. operates the Colorado Renaissance Festival, an exhibition of
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entertainment, crafts, food and beverages, designed to be reminiscent of a 16th century village

and marketplace.  The annual event, now in its twenty-sixth year of operation, is advertised

widely and is open to the public for an admission fee.  In its promotional materials, Rocky

Mountain Festivals, Inc. describes the 2002 Colorado Renaissance Festival as follows:  

The 16th century village and marketplace are festive grounds, indeed, for
the magical theatrical entertainments, period arts and crafts, delicious foods, fine
ales, games of skill and much, much more. Featuring a cast of 100's of
authentically costumed merrymakers, impromptu encounters with court jesters,
fire eaters, Knights in shining armour, maidens fair and even His Royal Majesty,
Good King Henry the and His Queen Ann are commonplace.

3. As in prior years, the site of the 2002 Colorado Renaissance Festival contains

numerous barriers to accessibility for individuals who use wheelchairs.  These barriers include

but are not limited to: (1) The parking area for people with disabilities is located on a grassy, dirt

terrain that is difficult to navigate, and people who use wheelchairs are subjected to being

blocked from their vehicles because no parking spaces are designated for their use; (2) the entry

into the festival has two paths made of stone that are difficult to navigate by individuals who use

wheelchairs; (3) the rest of the terrain at the entry is covered with wood chips, making it

virtually impassible by individuals who use wheelchairs; (4) the terrain throughout the festival is

hilly and made of dirt and, therefore, is difficult to navigate for individuals who use wheelchairs;

(5) many of the booths constructed on the festival grounds have steps at their entrances or other

barriers to access for individuals who use wheelchairs.  These barriers to access frustrate the

purpose of the ADA and send the message that the Colorado Renaissance Festival does not

welcome people with disabilities to enjoy the facilities, accommodations and privileges of the
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festival.

JURISDICTION

4. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C.

§§ 1331 and 1343.

5. Venue is proper within this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391.

PARTIES

6. Plaintiff Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition (“CCDC”) is a non-profit

corporation whose members are persons with disabilities and their nondisabled allies.  As such,

CCDC is an entity in a known relationship with and or association with individuals with known

disabilities.

7. CCDC has members who attend festivals around the state of Colorado and who

have attended the Colorado Renaissance Festival.

8. CCDC’s purpose is to work for systemic change that promotes independence,

self-reliance, and full inclusion for people with disabilities in the entire community.  As part of

that purpose, CCDC seeks to ensure that persons with disabilities have access to -- and do not

encounter discrimination in -- public accommodations.  CCDC engages in extensive outreach as

well as advocacy and educational efforts to promote access for and combat discrimination

against people with disabilities.  This effort and this purpose have been and continue to be

adversely affected by Defendants’ violations of the ADA.

9. Defendants’ actions have caused and continue to cause distinct, palpable, and

perceptible injury to CCDC.  
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10. CCDC has devoted resources, which could have been devoted to its other

outreach, advocacy, and educational efforts, to communicating with Defendant in an attempt to

secure full and equal enjoyment for its members and in addressing the complaints about access to

the festival made by people with disabilities.

11. Defendants’ discrimination has been and continues to be a barrier to the full

participation of persons with disabilities and, therefore, frustrates CCDC’s ability to achieve full

inclusion for persons with disabilities.  For example: 

a. Defendants’ discrimination prevents persons with disabilities from

obtaining the full and equal enjoyment of the privileges, services, and

accommodations of the Colorado Renaissance Festival;

b. Defendants’ discrimination sends a clear message to persons with

disabilities and their companions that they are unwanted at Defendants’

Festival, discouraging persons with disabilities and their companions from

attending and partaking of the event with other non-disabled people; and

c. Defendants’ discrimination perpetuates the segregation of people with

disabilities and sends the messages that such discrimination continues to

be acceptable at this time.  

12. Defendants’ discrimination has required and continues to require CCDC to make

a greater effort -- and to allocate resources -- to educate the public that such discrimination is

wrong and otherwise to counteract the adverse impact of such discrimination.   This perceptibly

impairs CCDC’s counseling, advocacy, educational, and training missions.
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13. CCDC also has devoted and continues to devote resources -- including but not

limited to those devoted to the present lawsuit -- to identifying and counteracting the sources of

discrimination in the community, including that of the Defendants.

14. CCDC’s injuries -- including without limitation those described herein -- are

traceable to Defendants’ discriminatory conduct alleged in this Complaint and will be redressed

by the relief requested in it.

15. CCDC’s members and their spouses, friends, relatives, and associates have been

injured and will continue to be injured by Defendants’ discrimination.  Plaintiffs Selinsky and

Armijo are members of CCDC.

16. CCDC’s non-disabled members have been injured and will continue to be injured

by Defendants’ illegal discrimination against and segregation of persons with disabilities in that

they have lost the benefits of enjoying living in an integrated community. 

17. The elimination of discrimination, such as that of Defendant, and the integration

of persons with disabilities into the community are at the core of CCDC’s organizational

purpose.

18. The participation of individual CCDC members in the lawsuit is not required

either to resolve the claims at issue or to formulate relief.

19. Plaintiff Catherine Selinsky is and was at all times material hereto a resident of

Colorado.  As a result of osteogenesis, Ms. Selinsky is substantially impaired in several major

life activities including but not limited to walking and requires a manual wheelchair for mobility.

20. Plaintiff Aimee Armijo is and was at all times material hereto a resident of
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Colorado.  As a result of cerebral palsy, Ms. Armijo is substantially impaired in several major

life activities including but not limited to walking and requires a power wheelchair for mobility.  

21. Defendant Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. is a corporation incorporated in

Minnesota and licensed to do business in Colorado.  Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. operates the

Colorado Renaissance Festival as more fully described below.   

22. Defendant Crete, LLC is a limited liability company incorporated in the state of

Nevada.  On information and belief, Crete, LLC owns the land in Larkspur, Colorado that is the

site where the Colorado Renaissance Festival is located.

FACTS

23. Each year, Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. operates an outdoor exhibition and

place of public gathering known as the Colorado Renaissance Festival.

24. The Colorado Renaissance Festival is located on a defined tract of land owned by

Crete, LLC and located in Larkspur, Colorado.

25. The Colorado Renaissance Festival is open to the public, and Rocky Mountain

Festivals, Inc. charges the public a fee for admission.

26. Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. has operated the Colorado Renaissance Festival at

its present location for over twenty years.

27. Defendants own, lease, lease to and/or operate facilities at the Colorado

Renaissance Festival.

28. The 2002 Colorado Renaissance Festival opened to the public on June 8, 2002,

and remains open to the public on weekends through July 28, 2002.
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29. The Colorado Renaissance Festival displays to the public structures in which arts,

crafts, clothing and other items are exhibited and/or sold.  Some of these structures are

temporary, and many are permanent.

30. The Colorado Renaissance Festival provides entertainment to the public

throughout the festival grounds, at stages constructed throughout the site and at an area known as

the Joust Arena.

31. The Colorado Renaissance Festival sells food and beverages to the public at

structures designed for this purpose.

32. The Colorado Renaissance Festival provides parking and restroom facilities to the

public.

33. The majority of the grounds and facilities at the Colorado Renaissance Festival

are not readily accessible to and usable by individuals who use wheelchairs, and the terrain and

facilities have numerous barriers to accessibility for individuals who use wheelchairs.  Examples

of the lack of accessibility for individuals who use wheelchairs at the Colorado Renaissance

Festival include, without limitation, the following:

a. The parking area set aside for people with disabilities is located on a grass

and dirt terrain, which is difficult to navigate by individuals who use

wheelchairs;

b. no designated accessible parking spaces or designated adjacent access

aisles exist at the site, making it difficult for individuals who use

wheelchairs to enter and exit their vehicles;
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c. the path from the parking area into the festival is composed of grass, dirt

and other materials that are difficult or impossible for individuals who use

wheelchairs to navigate;

d. the ticket counters are not accessible to individuals who use wheelchairs;

e. other sales counters are not accessible to people who use wheelchairs;

f. the path into and throughout the festival site is comprised of loose dirt,

gravel, wood chips and other substances that are difficult or impossible for

individuals who use wheelchairs to navigate;

g. most of the structures at the site are not accessible to individuals who use

wheelchairs;

h. the restrooms designated and advertised as accessible have barriers to

access for individuals who use wheelchairs; and

i. the places where entertainment is provided do not provide access for

people who use wheelchairs.

34. Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. maintains policies, practices and procedures

which cause the festival to be inaccessible to individuals who use wheelchairs.

35. In the year 2000, Plaintiff Catherine Selinsky attended the Colorado Renaissance

Festival.  Ms. Selinsky experienced many of the accessibility problems described in this

Complaint.

36. In the year 2002, Plaintiff Catherine Selinsky attended the Colorado Renaissance

Festival.  Ms. Selinsky experienced many of the accessibility problems described in this
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Complaint. 

37. In the year 2001, Plaintiff Aimee Armijo attended the Colorado Renaissance

Festival.  Ms. Armijo experienced many of the accessibility problems described in this

Complaint.

38. CCDC members who use wheelchairs have attended the Colorado Renaissance

Festival.  These individuals experienced many of the accessibility problems described in this

Complaint.

39. Plaintiffs contacted Defendant Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. to complain about

the inaccessibility of the Colorado Renaissance Festival and to request that Rocky Mountain

Festivals, Inc. make the festival accessible.  Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. has failed to do so.

40. Plaintiffs would like to attend future Colorado Renaissance Festivals.  They

intend to do so if the festival is made accessible to them.

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Violations of the Americans with Disabilities Act)

41. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference the allegations set forth in

paragraphs 1 - 40 above as if fully set forth herein.

42.  The Colorado Renaissance Festival is a place of public exhibition or

entertainment, a place of recreation, a place of public display or collection and/or other place of

public accommodation as defined in 42 U.S.C. § 12181(7).  

43. Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. owns, operates, leases and/or leases to the

Colorado Renaissance Festival and the facilities and accommodations located at the Colorado
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Renaissance Festival.

44. Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. has designed and/or constructed facilities at the

Colorado Renaissance Festival that are not readily accessible to individuals who use

wheelchairs.

45. On information and belief, Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. has made alterations to

facilities at the Colorado Renaissance Festival that are not readily accessible to individuals who

use wheelchairs.

46. Crete, LLC owns the land which is the site where the Colorado Renaissance

Festival is located, and on information and belief, leases it to Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc.

and/or others involved in operating the Colorado Renaissance Festival.

47. On information and belief, some of the inaccessible facilities at the Colorado

Renaissance Festival were designed or constructed after January 26, 1993.  

48. On information and belief, additional facilities will be constructed at the Colorado

Renaissance Festival site in the future.

49. On information and belief, Defendants can remove many of the barriers to

accessibility at the Colorado Renaissance Festival in facilities that existed prior to January 26,

1993, easily and without much difficulty or expense.

50. The facilities at the Colorado Renaissance Festival are currently and have been in

violation of the ADA and its implementing regulations as described more fully above.  

51. Defendants have maintained policies, practices and procedures that discriminate

against individuals who use wheelchairs in violation of the ADA and its implementing
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regulations.

52. As such, Defendants discriminate and, in the absence of the injunction requested

herein, will continue in the future to discriminate against Plaintiffs on the basis of their disability

in the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or

accommodations of the Colorado Renaissance Festival in violation of 42 U.S.C. §§ 12182 and

12183.  

53. Plaintiffs have been damaged and will continue to be damaged by this

discrimination.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully pray:

1. That this Court assume jurisdiction;

2. That this Court issue an order declaring the Defendants to be in violation of the

Americans with Disabilities Act;

3. That this Court issue an injunction ordering the Defendants to bring the Colorado

Renaissance Festival into compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act this year and in

future years; 

4. That this Court award Plaintiffs their reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs; and

5. That this Court award such additional or alternative relief as may be just, proper

and equitable.
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Respectfully submitted,

COLORADO CROSS-DISABILITY COALITION

________________________
Kevin W. Williams
General Counsel 
Colorado Cross Disability Coalition
655 Broadway
Suite 775
Denver, CO  80203
303.839.1775

FOX & ROBERTSON, P.C.

Amy F. Robertson
Timothy P. Fox
910 - 16th Street
Suite 610
Denver, CO 80202 
303.595.9700 

Dated: July 10, 2002 Attorneys for Plaintiffs

Address of Plaintiff Colorado Cross Disability Coalition:

655 Broadway
Suite 775
Denver, CO  80203

Address of Plaintiff Catherine Selinsky:

2575 S. Syracuse Way
Unit G-101
Denver, CO 80231
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Address of Plaintiff Aimee Armijo:

3916 S. Hazel Ct.
Englewood, CO 80110


